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In this short position paper, we would like to offer a new template to study process algebras for concurrent computation. We believe our template will clarify the distinction that is too often left implicit between user and programmer, and that it enlightens pre-existing ambiguities that have been running across process algebras as diverse as the calculus of communicating systems (CCS), the $\pi$-calculus—also in its distributed version—or mobile ambients. Our distinction subdivides the notion of process in three conceptually separated entities, shapes future improvements—both technically and organizationally—and captures recent and diverse progresses in process algebras.

While the role of what can be observed and the subtleties in the definitions of congruences have been intensively studied, the fact that not all the comparisons serve the same purpose and should not be made in the same context is curiously left over, or at least not explicitly justified. We argue that this blind spot comes from the under-specification of contexts—environments in which the comparison takes place—that supposedly “stay the same” no matter the nature of the process, who is testing it, or for what. We illustrate our statement with the “usual” concurrent languages, but also source it back to $\lambda$-calculus and back it up with existing implementations of concurrent languages.

1 Introduction: An Apparently Tightwad Godfather

Theoretical languages for concurrent computation often take $\lambda$-calculus as a model or a comparison basis, and “achieve the same economy” as mature and as stable as this functional language, and “the $\lambda$-calculus is to sequential programs what the $\pi$-calculus is to concurrent programs” is a common trope. As $\beta$-normal terms cannot reduce, to study their behaviour, one needs first to make them interact with an “environment”, represented by the notion of context. However, being careless when defining the notion of context can lead to e.g. losing confluence, even in the presence of a typing system. When $\lambda$-calculus is enriched with e.g. quantum or probabilistic features, then contexts are narrowed down to term or surface contexts respectively. In resource sensitive extensions of the $\lambda$-calculus was implemented a more drastic separation, as $\lambda$-terms were split between terms and tests, a separation that was later on naturally extended to contexts.

It seems ironic that $\lambda$-calculists took inspiration from concurrent languages to split their syntax in two right at its core, or to study formally the “‘communication’ between a context and expressions to be put into its holes” while concurrent languages apparently tried to maintain the “purity” and indistinguishability of their contexts—i.e. “a context is a term, period”—and terms—i.e. “a partial term, a complete term or a test are terms, period”—as we will discuss below.

---

1That the “$\lambda$-calculus is to sequential programs what the $\pi$-calculus is to concurrent programs” is a common trope.
2This common belief actually needs some revision, but that’s not our point here.
2 Contexts

In this section, we would like to discuss how, under their apparent monolithic status, contexts in concurrent calculi are actually multifaceted and serve different purposes.

2.1 Open and Closed Terms

Most of the time, and since the origin of the calculus of communicating systems, the theory of process calculi starts by considering only programs—“closed behaviour expression[s], i.e. ones with no free variable” [30, p. 73]—when comparing terms, as—exactly like in λ-calculus—they correspond to self-sufficient, well-rounded programs: it is generally agreed upon that open terms should not be released “into the wild”, as they are not able to control their internal variables, to prevent e.g. undesirable or uncontrolled interference. Additionally, closed terms are the only ones to have a reduction semantics, which means that they can evolve without interacting with the environment. For contexts, this means that we are interested only in closing contexts, “completing context[s]” [12, p. 466] that guarantee that the term studied is closed.

However, in concurrent calculi, the central notions of binders and of variables have been changing, and still seem sometimes “up in the air”. For instance, in the original CCS, restriction was not a binder [30, p. 68], and by “refusing to admit channels as entities distinct from agents” [31, p. 16] and defining two different notions of scopes [31, p. 18], everything was set-up to produce a long and recurring confusion as to what “closed” meant in CCS. In the original definition of π-calculus [34, 35], there is no notion of closed terms, as every (input) binding on a channel introduce a new and free occurrence of a variable. However, the language they built upon—ECCS [18]—made this distinction clear.

Adding to the confusion, and taking inspiration from the claimed “monotheism” of the actor model [24], notions such as values, variables, or channels have been united under the common terminology of “names”, making it even harder to decide what “closed” would refer to. However, it seems that a distinction always needs to be carefully re-introduced when discussing technically the language [3, p. 258, Remark 493] or possible implementations [20]. Finally, let us note that extensions of π-calculus sometimes include different binders, as e.g. output binders in the private π-calculus [38, p. 113].

2.2 Not All Contexts Are Equal

In addition to this original, common, restriction, contexts are routinely modified and altered, to ease the study of particular relations or to preserve interesting properties. We would like to briefly list some examples, and to save our interpretation for the next subsection. In the Calculus of Communicating Systems, notions as central as contextual bisimulation [3, pp. 223-224, Definition 421] and barbed equivalence [3, p. 224, Definition 424] considers only static contexts [3, p. 223, Definition 420], which are composed only of parallel composition with arbitrary term and restriction. There is no justification—other than technical, i.e. because “they persist after a transition” [3, p. 223]—as to why only some contexts being considered in contextual equivalences. In the π-calculus, despite their liberal definition [15, p. 19, Definition 1.2.1], contexts like e.g. $[\square] + 0$ are excluded. The notion of congruence [15, p. 19, Definition 1.2.1] is refined with non-input congruence [15, p. 62, Definition 2.1.23] thanks to a modified notion of context [15, p. 62, Definition 2.1.22]. In the distributed π-calculus, contexts are restricted to particular operators [23, Definition 2.6], and then restricted to static contexts [23, Definition 2.6], which contains only parallel composition with arbitrary terms and name binding, deemed “sufficient for our purpose” [23, p. 37].

---

3Such contexts have been called “configuration context” [26, p. 375] or “harness” in the ambient calculus [21, p. 372].
2.3 Purposes of Congruences

As we just saw, contexts are often “tuned” when a particular relation is under study, and shrunk by need, to bypass some of the difficulties they raise, or to preserve some notions. This variety of refinements on the notion of context is justified by the central roles of congruences in concurrent calculi, which captures the idea that a comparison is deemed of interest only if its results are valid in every possible context. However, we argue that there are two different perspectives in the use of congruence, depending on whether one would like to know

1. if an incomplete portion of a process can be substituted for another,
2. if a tested system will behave as another in any environment.

Roughly speaking, 1 is to be understood from a programmer’s point of view (i.e. “can I replace this piece of code by this other one and still obtain the same behavior?”). The usage at 2 should be understood from the point of view of the users in an external environment, or, in a security setting, of an attacker (i.e. “will they be able to tell whenever a program or the other is running?”).

That different congruences capture different dimensions is witnessed e.g. by the treatment of “silent” transitions, seen as an “unobservable internal activity” [23, p. 6]. It is indeed routine to consider strong and weak versions of a congruence, the later focusing on the “externally observable actions” [14, p. 230]. While we agree that “[t]his abstraction from internal differences is essential for any tractable theory of processes” [31, p. 3], we would like to stress that both can and should be accommodated, and that “internal” transition should be treated as invisible to the user, but accessible to the programmer.

Sometimes is asked the question “to what extent should one identify processes differing only in their internal or silent actions?” [5, p. 6], but the question is treated as a property of the process algebra and not as something that can internally be tuned as needed, and in that particular example, this distinction is later on simply discarded [5, p. 6]! We argue that the answer to that question is “it depends who is asking”, and that different types of tests—that carry their own definition of context—should be available to highlight or hide those features, based on the needs.

3 Our Proposal

In the $\lambda$-calculus, being closed marks that a term is ready to be executed in an external environment. But in concurrent calculi, being closed is often not enough, as it is routine to exclude e.g. terms with un-guarded operators like sum [15, p. 416] or recursion [31, p. 166]. In our opinion, the right criteria is not about free variables, but about the role played by the object. As “being closed” is 1. not always well-defined, or at least changing, 2. sometimes not the only condition, 3. sometimes not required to test a term, we would like to use the slightly more generic adjectives incomplete and complete. With this in mind, we argue that concurrent languages would benefit from being articulated as follows:

I. Define processes The first step is to select a set of operators called construction operators. The programmer will use those to write processes, and they should be expressive, easy to combine, and with light constraints. To ease their usage, a “meta-syntax” can be used, something that is generally represented with a structural equivalence.

---

4 More precisely, as a property of concurrency semantics.
5 In distributed programming, when “one often wants to send a piece of code to a remote site and execute it there. […] being able to test open terms would greatly enhance the expressive power of distributed programming[ by ] sending[ing] an open term and to make the necessary binding at the remote site.” [22, p. 250].
II. Define deployment criteria  The programmer should define how a process can become a system by setting a series of restrictions that can concern the binding of variables, the presence of some construction operators at top-level, and even uses additional deployment operators, marking that the process is ready to be deployed in an external environment—complete. Having a set of operators for systems that restrict expand or intersect with the set of construction operators is acceptable.

III. Define tests  The last step defines 1. a set of observables, i.e. a function from systems to a subset of a set of atomic proposition (like “emits barb a”, “terminates”, “contains recursion operator”, etc.), 2. a notion of context, that should come with its own set of testing operators and reduction rules.

Tests would be key in defining notions of congruence, that would be “reduction-closed”, “observational” “contextually-closed” relations. Note that we propose a refined version of how a concurrent language is generally defined along two axes: 1. every step allows the introduction of operators, 2. multiple notions of systems or tests can and should co-exist in the same process algebra, one being targeted to e.g. programmers, and another to e.g. users. As in most calculus, one cannot decide which set of observations is more basic [25, p. 444], this is again conforming to the existing yet unspoken “tradition”.

4  Benefits and Perspectives

4.1  A Pre-Existing Distinction

We believe the distinction we offer is already routinely in use, and maybe in the mind of most of the experts is our proposal obvious. However, if this is the case, we believe that it is “folklore” and as it has never been written, we are to remain in darkness.

Let us highlight two places where our distinction is already used. The mismatch operator has been introduced to provide “reasonable” testing equivalences [8, p. 280], and is considered across languages [11 p. 24] to provide finer-grained equivalences. But for technical reasons [15, p. 13], this operator is generally not part of the “core” of π-calculus, and is added by need to obtain better equivalences. A symmetrical reasoning motivated the introduction of a special ◦ operator [29, p. 971, Definition 3.1] in mobile ambients, that was excluded from the equivalences studied, but used to obtain other properties. We defend a liberal use of this fruitful techniques, by making a clear separation between the construction operators—added for their expressivity—and the testing operators—added to improve the testing capacities.

There is also an on-going debate between which to enrich—observations or contexts? For instance, at its origin, the barb was a predicate [33, p. 690], whose definition was purely syntactic. Probably inspired by the notion of observer for testing equivalences [16, p. 91], an alternative definition was made in terms of parallel composition with a tester process [28, p. 10, Definition 2.1.3]. This example perfectly illustrates how the set of observables and the notion of context are inter-dependent, and that tests should always come with a definition of observable and a notion of context.

4.2  A Fruitful Lens

In the literature, processes and systems often have the same structure as tests and are—at least on the surface—indistinguishable from what they are supposed to test. We believe that exploiting a distinction between them could lead to fruitfully revisit some results and explore new possibilities.

---

6Even if it may seem weird to remove operators before deploying a process, we believe that this is generally what happens when one suddenly decides that recursion or sum should be guarded when processes are compared.
For instance, one could treat conservative extensions of processes algebras as completion strategies for the same construction operators. Indeed, reversible [27] or timed [41] extensions of CCS could be seen as different completion strategies—different conditions for a process to become a system—for the same class of processes, inspired from the usual CCS syntax [3, Chapter 28.1]. Those completion strategies would be suited for different needs, as one could e.g. complete a CSS process as a RCCS [11] system to test for relations such as hereditary history-preserving bisimulation [4], and then complete the same CCS process with time markers to obtain a safety-critical system. This would correspond to having multiple compilation, or deployment, strategies, based on the need, similar to “debug” and “real-time” versions of the same piece of software.

Auto-concurrency (a.k.a. auto-parallelism) is when a system have two different transitions labeled with the same action [36, p. 391, Definition 5]. Systems with auto-concurrency do not fare well with back and forth bisimulation, and are sometimes excluded as non-valid terms [17, p. 155] or simply not considered in particular models [37, p. 531]. While not being able to distinguish between those two terms may make sense from an “external” point of view, we argue that a programmer should have access to an internal test that could answer the question “can this process perform two barbs with the same label at the same time?”. Such an observation would allow to distinguish between e.g. !a.P | !a.P and !a.P, and would re-integrate auto-concurrent systems in the realm of comparable systems.

5 Concluding Remarks on the Diversity of Concurrent Calculi

Before daring to submit a non-technical paper, we tried to conceive a technical construction that could convey our ideas. In particular we tried to build a syntactic (even categorical) meta-theory of processes, systems and tests, to answer the question: “what could be the minimal requirements on contexts and operators to prove a generic form of context lemma for concurrent languages?”. However, as the technical work unfolded, we realized that the definitions of contexts, observations, and operators, were so deeply interwoven that it was nearly impossible to extract any general or useful principle. Context lemmas use specific features of languages, and we could not find a unifying framework. This also suggests that context lemmas are often fit for particular process algebras by chance, and dependent to the extreme of the language considered, for no deep reasons.

It seems to us that there is nothing but benefits in altering the notion of context, as it is actually routine to do so already, and that stating the variation(s) used will only improve the expressiveness of the testing capacities and the clarity of the exposition. It is a common trope to observe the immense variety of process calculi, and to sometimes wish there could be a common formalism to capture them all—to this end, the \(\pi\)-calculus is often considered the best candidate. Acknowledging this diversity is already being one step ahead of the \(\lambda\)-calculus—that keeps forgetting that there is more than one \(\lambda\)-calculus, depending on the evaluation strategy and on features such as sharing [2]—and this proposal encourages to push the decomposition even further, and to see whole theories as simple “completion” of standard languages. As we defended, breaking the monolithic status of context will make the theory and presentation follow more closely the technical developments, and liberate from the goal of having to find the process algebra with its unique observation technique that would capture all possible needs. On the opposite, let us extend the set of available operators in context to make them more expressive and better tools to compare our terms.

7Similar to Debian’s DebugPackage which enables generation of stack traces for any package, or of the CONFIG_PREEMPT_RT patch that converts a kernel into a real-time micro-kernel: both uses the same source code as their “casual” versions.

8In a nutshell, this lemma is actually a series of results stating that considering all the operators when constructing the context for a congruence may not be needed.
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